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About This Content

The Depths of Hell

The Arch Devil Satan him self has come down on earth to enslave humanity. Fight your way through the graveyards, cathedral,
siege train and prison all the way to the Seventh Layer of Hell to fight him.

Features

- Fallen Paladin Class
- New bosses
- New relics

- New enemies
- 5 New Zones

- New Act End Boss

Collector's Extras

- Damien's Head ranged minion skin
- Fallen Paladin Skin
- Silver name color
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Controls are awkward at first, but moving benbo around turns into the best part.
Pretty funny, never meem annoying.

Sadly no linux support so had to wine it, ran kinda poorly and the planeboss is bad but other than that a fun game,

I enjoyed this.. Episode 1: Funny
Episode 2: Funny, cute, exciting
Episode 3: Funny, cute, exciting, saddening
Episode 4: EMOTIONAL ROLLER COASTER
Episode 5: EMOTIONAL ROLLLE COASTER, then a choose your own dream vault hunter squad and fight in a
giant♥♥♥♥♥robot

Overall, the most engaging Telltale game yet. I can't wait to play this to death now that all the episodes are out to see every
possible different outcome.. Very simple and fun platformer that gradually becomes a very simple and incredibly difficult
platformer. You move and jump over enemies on your way to end of each level, with an unexpected gameplay change thrown in
partway through that mixes things up.

You get 3 lives with an extra life every 500 points and infinite continues, and you get a new continue point every few levels,
with additional checkpoints at the start of each level and partway through some levels that are wiped upon continue. You also
die in one hit.

It gets hard, probably too hard for most people. Where I'm at now, I can generally play it for about 15 minutes before
ragequitting for a while. Still haven't beaten it but just made it past the second boss after months of picking it up and putting it
back down. It's so difficult that it's become a personal challenge.

I think I got this for under a dollar on sale, and it's hard not to recommend for that if you like difficult platformers. If you don't,
there's cheat codes, but the difficulty is most of what this game has going for it, so you may as well just skip it if that's the case..
I've never really played any kind of strongly text-based interactive fiction, so I wasn't sure what to expect from the first half of
the Sorcery! series. Turns out it's really fun! The whole game is arguably a very, very complex set of branching choices and
dialogs, so it isn't exactly systemic, but there are so many options to explore and so many eventualities accounted for that it
nevertheness feels like you're making fairly free-form choices and dealing with the consequences.

One of the greatest things about the game is that at any point you can rewind to pretty much any movement point you've visited
in the past. You can rewind if you die, if you lost money or stamina, or if you just want to see what happens the other way. This
is great - the game becomes a narrative toybox instead of a stressful thing that feels like it needs to be min-maxed. I really
enjoyed this.

There are a few things I felt could have been done better. The combat system is really interesting, but I felt like the only way to
have fairly reliable success was to repeat fights several times to try and map out enemy patterns and then play against them
before they happen next time - there seems to be little or no indication to how powerfully enemies will strike that you could
theoretically use to do well the first time through. Maybe that's realistic, but it did feel a bit odd.

There's also an annoying bit at the end of Sorcery! 2 where you're confronted, at what seems like the very end of the game, with
a choice to either do an awful, awful thing that will no doubt have severe consequences down the road, or be transported back in
time (keeping some items and knowledge and stats) to replay through almost the entire game again hunting for specific clues.
This part became extra irritating because you're not always free to move around the map - only some nodes allow you to loop
back, and map traversal isn't clear, so trying to systematically plot out a sweep of the city to find these random clues was a huge
pain. I wasn't a fan of that particular design at all.

Still, despite that somewhat convoluted ending, I quite enjoyed the overall game, and I'll definitely be acquiring the rest of the
series to finish it off. If this was Inkle's first major production, I can't wait to see what they do further down the line, and I hope
that games like this inspire other designers to create text-based adventures that leverage more systemic approaches to narrative
as well.. BEFORE:
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If you open *.jpg, *.png, *.bmp file and edit it - application crashes

AFTER:
Application fixed, now i can work with any type of picture files, great!. good story short but would love more of this. Bought
the game at release, played it a little and quitted due to the lack of time that I had back then.
I recently returned to the game and noticed that the game is now F2P and many characters are now behind paywall, even though
I already own the bloody game.

Koei Techmo is extremely greedy company, almost on the par with EA and Activision Blizzard.. Roadside Assistance
Simulator? More like sit there and click on\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665simulator. Not fun at all. Mostly good
DLC's besides of Initiation. Unfortunately not all DLC's. Still worth it.. Decent game for a few hours to kill, wouldnt come back
to it but still was a fun time
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As someone who loves strategy games in general, and who also enjoys space hulk, i was on the fence about buying what
appeared to be a "lesser clone". Well i decided to try this out and you know what? This game is a perfect compliment to your
strategy collection. This is really the opposite of space hulk (powerful military might in small number against an endless hoard
of lesser intelligence beasts). The concept in this game instead of dissimilar opponents, is much more based on two more equal
enemies in terms of intelligence and weaponry. The difference between the games is very much worth your money because this
title really has its very own feel and in a very good way. I did encounter a bug where the enemy turn would keep running forever
so i had to restart. Apart from that very minor annoyance, the game is absolutely fun and challenging. If you like turn based
tactical strategy, this is your ticket for a great ride due to the combination of luck\/skill making each game a little different and
therefore very replayable. You can play a nice quick round anytime you like which is always a good thing thanks to the skirmish
mode with the same maps from the campaign as well as a few new ones. Bottom line, its worth the asking price and worth your
time. Good luck in your struggle against the machines!. Great game so far. The Knut thing I’ve noticed is a little lag in the
menus. The only major issue is the rider doesn’t feel as if he adjusts all his wait to the side you want to turn. During one of my
runs, the engine sound cut off and I can’t figure out how to fix it. So Milestone if you’re reading please get back to me on that.
Graphics are fantastic, the sounds were great, and love the menu screen. Overall: 7/10. This is great! Just what I was looking for.
All the fun of the old Descent titles updated to current standards. Can't wait for the full version! This is the ACTUAL new
Descent game.. Me and my friend recently:

My friend: I WANT MORE CAT MACHINES
Me: No, there definitely are enough, struggling to just finish. :c

Now Me: I WANT MORE CAT MACHINES

Needless to say, you need this in your life.. LMAO this costs 4,99?. i guess you can say im proud of you behaviour actually
made this game fun
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